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SUMMARY

The Snowden-Coin™ 2018 TokenSale/ ICO Investors Summary
This ICO sales system is fair and innovative:

Completed: UltraUpload.io provides a complete payment ecosystem for
anonymous up/downloads, streaming (!), filesharing, link-selling and
24 mio. coins generated. 8 mio. stay in the company, 16 Mio. on sale
“no pump and dump”. There will be coin sales in 2018, 2019 and 2020. revenue distribution. It combines the speed in servershell with the
robustness of Peer to Peer Kernel. It is censorship free/anonymous
15% referral provisions by using our Ref-Link-System.
After the ICO: Investors will participate in 24% of all website revenue. 6%
First ICO according to German securities act §3.2.5 WpPG
goes to the company (TCU). The rest will be split between the uploader,
0,2%
publisher, hoster and reseller.
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Our vision: The ICO allows to move all central databases into a
blockchain. This removes the last single point of failure, creating
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a truly unstoppable service, even government resistant.
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Sale Participation: You can buy Snowden Coins with euros or US$ via
bank transfer and credit card as well as BTC/ETH.

> Start here: Snowden-Coin.com <

Roadmap: 9/18: ICO 10/18: End of stealth mode for UltraUpload.io 12/18
Revenue distribution 2018 * 1/19 Blockchain ledger upgrade
development * 9/19 2nd ICO 10/19 UU V2 : transfer databases into the
blockchain ledger 12/19 Revenue distribution 9/20 last ICO Rnd.

UltraUpload.io - a new dimension of filesharing –

Innovative Coin Value Concept:

Downloader: Fully anonymous! Only the IP is visible for a hoster, but a
hoster can`t reveal the content of a chunk. Parallel Download >10 chunks =
Ultrafast. No websites = no malware. Direct streaming supported (!)
compare this with storj.io !
Uploader: Lifetime compensation via unique hash-pattern (first come, first
registered), superfast and anonymously upload of locally encrypted chunks
Hoster: store encrypted chunks of a file without any knowledge of its
content. Get payed for any download. Integrated P2P backup (P2P-core) =>
RAID systems not required => Double/Triple storage space (!), No DMCA,
website , databases, customer management, support or payment system
required.
Publisher: No website, database required. Anonymous, no censorship.
Different prices for different websites.
Reseller: Anyone can grab any link (non UU-links too), add his price on top
and resell (Onion-Links) .

1. Independent due to a build in exchange.
2. Value of coin directly connected with website revenues (24%)
3. Paying Dividends > we constantly buy back
4. At Dividend Drop Date coin holders tend to enlarge coins stacks to
avoid round-up losses.
5. Extra ~200% Interest Boost: Coins under the ICO address don`t
participate in revenue distribution payments (e.g. 2nd/3rd ICO
Rnd+undistrib. Team-Coins=~50% of coins).
Company: TCU (est. 1998), listed at the Frankfurt Stockexchange
General Market ISIN: DE0007454209, Reuters Code: 1124025,FRA
Technology leader in P2P HTML5 Video streaming
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